
> From: plant satvia

> TYPE: sedative with hallucinogenic effects

> LOOKS: Soft black resin, furry green 

 >leaves or hard brown lumps 

> Smell: strong, musky, sweet & distinctive

> what gets me high? tetrahydrocannabinol 

>>(THC)

> Taken: smoked, eaten, vaped

> kicks in: depends - usually within a few

>>minutes smoked, up to an hour eaten

> lasts: depends - strongest around half an

>>hour when smoked, a few hours when eaten

 

>> Things may look, sound or feel different, time may seem to slow down
 
>> stoned - Chilled out & relaxed 
 
>> Happy, chatty & giggly 
 
>> Really hungry ‘the munchies’
 
>> Faint, lightheaded, dizzy or nauseous 
 
>> really sick ‘a whitey’
 
>> Anxious, confused or paranoid 

 

 

 

Weed >>  most common - dried leaves & flowering parts of plant. Looks like dried herbs -

brownish green in colour

Skunk >> very strong strains of weed. often bright, pale or dark green in colour & covered in

tiny crystals

Hash >> made from the resin of the CAnnabis plant & can be black, brown, soft & SQUIDGY or hard

Cannabis oil >> dark, sticky & honey coloured substance - much less common than other types.

Dab/shatter >> highly concentrated forms of cannabis extracted using butane that come in a

solid form & can be used as an e-liquid in vapes

The way you feel can depend on: // how much you take // how strong it is // how often you use it//how you’re feeling beforehand// who you’re with // where you are

 

Spliffs/joints>> hand rolling weed with tobacco to smoke as a cigarette, rolled cardboard in

the end is called a roach. Using only weed & no tobacco makes a blunt

 

Bongs>> various types which can consist of glass, plastic & metal parts. They can be bought or

made. Weed (sometimes mixed with tobacco) is lit in a pipe & the smoke is then inhaled through

water via a large tube

 

Edibles>> weed is added to things like cake or tea. Eating hash cakes may result in you taking a

larger dose than you intended as it can take longer to kick in

 

Vaping>> cannabis is heated by a vaporiser, rather than burned. This is becoming an increasingly

popular method but little is known about the long term health effects 
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studies are ongoing but currently cannabis isn't thought to be 

physically addictive - your body doesn't need it

 

heavy, regular users can develop cravings & find it hard to not use the drug

 

people can develop a psychological dependence - you think you need it as you've formed a

habit

 

people often use tobacco in joints & bongs - tobacco contains nicotine 

which is physically addictive, so it may be nicotine that you are craving

 

some people report withdrawal symptoms when quitting such as being 

irritable, feeling sick, finding it hard to eat, low mood, sweating, shaking 

& diarrhoea
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>> Lack of motivation to do stuff

 

>> disturbed sleep & low mood

 

>> increased mood swings & paranoia

 

>> confusion & psychological distress

 

>> forgetfulness & trouble remembering   

/ things

 

>> increased anxiety, panic, anger or even

//aggression

 

>> harder to concentrate & learn new   

 /things

 

>> seeing or hearing things that aren’t  

 /there (hallucinations)

 

>> trigger a serious relapse for people  

 >/with psychotic illnesses like  

 >/schizophrenia

 

effects can last for days & might only

settle down if the person stops using –

sometimes it doesn’t settle down even

then
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studies link long 

term cannabis use & 

mental illness.

the risk increases if you:

> have a family history of

mental health issues

> started using in your

teens
 
 

cannabis is a Class B drug -  it’s illegal to
have for yourself, give away or sell.
 
>> Possession can get you up to 5 years in
prison, an unlimited fine or both
 
>> Supplying someone else - even your
friends - can get you up to 14 years in prison,
an unlimited fine or both
 
If cannabis is being sold under your roof the
police could prosecute you
 
>> discretionary warning scheme - if you're
caught with a small amount of cannabis that
you admit is for personal use, haven't been in
trouble before & co-operate with the police
without aggression they may choose to issue
you with this warning on the street - it will
be recorded but you won't have a criminal
record
 
>> fixed-term fee notice - If you're caught with
cannabis a second time, the police can issue
an on-the-spot fine for £80. if you pay within
21 days, there's no criminal record.
 
>> if you're caught a third 
time you'll be arrested & 
taken to the police 
station

 

>> bloodshot eyes

 

>> tiredness & lack of energy

 

>> dizziness, Nausea or sickness 'A WHITEY'

 

>> increased appetite after use ‘the munchies’ -

although some people report a loss of

appetite when not using 

 

>> Lung problems such as wheezing, coughing,

chest infections & making asthma worse .

 

>> increased heart rate & decreased blood

pressure - which is particularly harmful for

people with heart problems 

 

Smoking with tobacco can;

 

>> cause oral, throat & lung cancer & HEART

DISEASE

 

>> Affect fertility & your ability to have

children & increase the risk of your baby being

born smaller than expected 

 

cannabis impacts the part of the brain used

for remembering & learning new things -

regular use by young people (whilst your

brain is still developing) has been linked to

poor exam results, reduced concentration &

problems with attention. those who use

cannabis are more likely to be excluded from

school

 

cannabis chills you out - regular 

use can leave you feeling lethargic 

& unmotivated - making it harder to get 

up for work, college or school or to 

join in activities you enjoy

 

being stoned impairs your judgement &

coordination - increasing the risks of

accidents & injury. you may make decisions you

wouldn't when you're sober & can be

vulnerable to exploitation (people using you)

 

people around you might worry about your

cannabis use - this might lead to arguments

with family or falling out with friends, which

could leave you feeling isolated 

 

cannabis is illegal & those who use it are

more likely to become involved in crime or get

in trouble with the police. regular use can be

expensive & some people shoplift or start

selling weed to pay for what they use

 

be aware of the risks...

social impact

driving when 

high is dangerous

& illegal. If

you’re caught

you may receive 

a heavy fine,

driving ban or

prison 
sentence

impact on you body

impact on your mind

the law

studies linkregularcannabis use tolower: > income > levels of lifesatisfaction> rates of well-being



 
 
The hallucinogenic effects of cannabis are mainly due to a compound in cannabis
called THC (tetrahydrocannabinol) 
 
The other important compound in cannabis is CBD (cannabidiol)
 
Skunk & other forms of strong cannabis contain high levels of THC but very little,
or no, CBD
 
It's thought that CBD can balance out some of the effects of THC and make users
less likely to feel anxious & paranoid
 
Skunk’s strength & speed can sometimes catch out inexperienced users. Many
report that the ‘stoned’ effect can come on rapidly & be disabling. The results can
be quite dramatic, including anxiety attacks

I often find myself thinking about my next joint

I'm smoking more than I used to

I try to give up but get back on it again

I'm losing interest in other activities

My friends are using weed too

I need to smoke more to get the same high

I get edgy when I run out of weed

I'm worried about my use

My friends or family are worried about my use

I'm broke because I spend all my money on weed

I've lied about how much I use

I've done things I'm ashamed of when I'm wasted

thc is a foreign chemical that can interfere
with normal brain functioning as it mimics

neurotransmitters that your body makes
itself 

 
thc binds to cannabinoid receptors in

different parts of your brain - altering
how they work & how you feel as follows:

 
 hippocampus - memory - why you might struggle to remember what you did

cerebellum & basal ganglia - co-ordination & movement - why you might have

accidents & not feel in control of your body

amygdala - emotions - why you might feel paranoid or anxious

hypothalamus - appetite - why you  might get the munchies

cerebral cortex - perception & consciousness - why you feel stoned & might

see or hear things that aren't there
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after inhaling cannabis the chemical thc passes into the 

bloodstream & reaches the brain within seconds 

neurons in your brain process information &
communicate with other neurons via

neurotransmitters so your body can
perform various functions

thc also causes neurons to keep firing without a rest - this is why you 
may feel lost in a train of thought when stoned
 
thc stimulates dopamine reward pathways in the brain - dopamine makes
you feel good so this is why you enjoy feeling stoned

if any of
these sound
familiar it
might be
worth

getting in
touch
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You can’t tell bylooking or smellingcannabis whetherthere's a balance ofCBD & THC in it but ingeneral skunk hasless cbd thanregular weed
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Motivate yourself  - look at the good & bad things about using cannabis & make a
list. Remind yourself of the reasons why you want to cut down.
 
Have a plan – do you want to cut down or stop completely? Focus on your goal &
how you can achieve it & reward yourself each week – maybe buy some new
clothes with the money you save by not buying weed
 
Small manageable steps – can you delay having your first joint of the day or
limit using to the evenings or weekends. How about throwing your bongs away or
only buying a certain amount & not buying anymore when you’ve used it all
 
Keep a record – as well as keeping track of your progress a diary can help
identify areas of heavy use which might help you think about what triggers you to
use
 
Avoid risky situations – if going to certain places or hanging out with certain
mates makes it more likely you will use try avoiding it for a while. If you use
because you feel stressed, sad or angry look for healthier ways to deal with
those emotions.
 
Coping with cravings – cravings don’t last very long, if you can get through them
the urge to use will pass. Distract yourself with activities you enjoy or try
something new - put off acting on your craving, it will get easier every time
 
Withdrawal symptoms - you might not get any but if you do they won’t last long.
Take care of your body by eating & sleeping well. Exercise is great for filling up
your time & increasing feel good chemicals in your brain.
 
Have a back-up plan - be proud of any change you make & don’t beat yourself up
if there are backwards steps now & again. Work out what went wrong & learn
from it. It’s not easy but you can do it!
 
Don’t do it alone – speak to friends & family about your plan – maybe your mates
want to reduce too & you can encourage each other. we are with you are happy to
work with you to help with any of the above – get in touch

 

only use cannabis when you’re feeling happy & relaxed - be in a safe place

with people you’re comfortable with
 
don't mix with other drugs or alcohol - it increases the risk of a bad
experience or throwing a whitey
 
avoid stronger forms of cannabis like skunk that have more thc & less cbd
- which may make you feel paranoid or anxious
 
avoid using tobacco in bongs and spliffs - nicotine is highly addictive & tar
damages your lungs
 
Avoid holding smoke in your lungs or inhaling too deeply. It increases intake
of tar which damages your lungs without getting you any more stoned 
 
remove stems, seeds & leaves - the bulk of thc is in the buds
 
Don’t use a cigarette filter as it will filter out THC leading you to smoke
more to get the same effect
 
Use a plain cardboard roach avoiding printed/plastic covered materials
which can release toxins when hot 
 
Keep your pipes & bongs clean - it's best not to share equipment with mates.
avoid plastic bottles & pipes as they can release toxic fumes
 
vaporizers don't burn cannabis - reducing damage to lungs 
 
don't use every day or restrict use to evenings or weekends when you
don't have school, work or college
 
Don’t drive or take unnecessary risks
 
look after your mates & don't be afraid to call an ambulance or get help
if you or a mate feels ill or is having a bad time
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srpinfo@wearewithyou.org.uk

@WithYouShropswearewithyoushropshirewearewithyoushropshire

01743 294700


